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Developing your 
Research Project



Today’s Session…
Ø Recap Session 1
Ø The Action Research 

Cycle
Ø Asking the Right Question
Ø Reviewing the Literature
Ø Coming Up With A Plan
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Let’s Review……
ØDefinition of Research – Systematic 

Inquiry
ØPositivism vs Interpretism
ØAcademic vs Community-based Research
ØQuantitative vs Qualitative Method
ØImportance of Rigour, Ethics and Critical 

Thinking
ØFocus on Practitioner-based Research
ØImportance of Self-reflective Practice
ØAction Research Cycle



How to build a research project?

Start with the problem…
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But maybe there’s a better 
way…..
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Asking the Right 
Question……

ØDefine the topic  - a manageable bite
ØDefine what it is you’re trying to do

• Discover? Explore? Explain? Describe? Compare?

Ø Define the questions you’re 
interested in – 5 Ws and an H

• Are there any unchecked assumptions in your question?
• Is it a combination of them?

Ø Are you interested in the relationship 
between things?
• Impacts, increases/decreases, correlations, causes etc.



Asking the Right 
Question……

Ø The right question is the anchor for 
your research project!
• Defines the project
• Sets boundaries
• Gives direction
• An iterative process
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Asking the Right 
Question……

Ø Good research questions need to be
• Right for you and your centre
• Right for the field
• Properly stated and framed

• Are the terms well-defined?
• Are there any unchecked assumptions?

• Ethical
• Doable 

• Is the data available? Access?
• Do you have the time to do it? Supports needed?
• If funding is needed, can you get it?

• Approved!



Is a Question the Right 
Approach?

Ø Hypothesis vs Question
• Hypothesis = Educated guess about the relationship 

between things (variables) which you can test.
• Expressed as a statement “Financial problems (variable) 

lead to (relationship) divorce (variable).”

Ø Don’t use a Hypothesis if you don’t have
• An (unbiased) hunch
• Defined Variables
• No relationship between the variables

Ø Or if you’re doing an ethnographic study
Ø If your study is emergent and 

collaborative (AR)



Let’s Give It a Try…
The Situation:

You’ve noticed that while all of your job search 
workshops are well attended, only 37% of the 

individuals who go through the entire suite of pre-
employment workshops (resume writing, interview 

skills, employability skills, and portfolio 
development) find employment within 3 months of 
completion. The participants’ evaluations indicate 

that they like the workshop and find the 
information useful. Yet they’re not translating into 

successful attachment.
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What would you identify as the central problem in 
this situation? 

PLEASE TAKE A MINUTE AND
WRITE DOWN YOUR ANSWER

IN THE CHAT BOX
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Finding the Problem:
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following…
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? Workshop Evaluation Method?
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Let’s Give It a Try…
Finding the Problem:
All of these are potential reasons, but they are not 
the “problem”…that’s what you’re trying to find out.

Ø You need to be able to tell someone your 
research in one sentence…this is your “thesis 
sentence.”

Ø Not always easy to do, and it may not happen til
you’re already into your data.

Ø Your question will dictate your method i.e., what 
you’re going to do to find your answers.



Let’s Give It a Try…
Why are only 37% of job search skills workshop 
suite participants able to successfully find 
employment upon completion?

Ø What do you think you need to do to find the 
answers?



Let’s Give It a Try…
All of these are worth taking a look at…so 
how would you do that?

? Workshop content? Critical feedback – colleagues 
? Workshop Evaluation Method? Try other methods
? Employer Needs? Survey, one-on-ones, focus 
groups
? Other Skills Gap? Case File, employer info
? Undisclosed Client Barriers? Participant interviews
? Lack of transfer? Pre / Post test
? Are there other things you can look at?
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Reviewing the Literature…
Ø Fancy way of saying looking at what 

other people have already found out 
about the same thing…why reinvent 
the wheel??

Ø Start with Google 
• Practitioner literature
• “Grey” literature
• Academic literature

Ø Use a variety of good key words…be 
creative! 



Reviewing the Literature…
Ø Reference mining
Ø Relevance
Ø Read critically!!!!!!!!!

• Author?
• Approach?
• Biases (expressed AND unexpressed)?
• Central point?
• Evidence?
• Context?
• What was left out?



Reviewing the Literature…
Ø Use it to inform your design
Ø Don’t reinvent the wheel, use the 

wheel 
Ø Gaps in the literature
Ø Refining your question…..
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Designing Your Plan…
Ø Using 
• your ideas about reasons for the 

problem, 
• what you’ve found in your 

background research
Ø Remembering to consider
• Time
• Resources
• Access
• Ethics (Informed Consent)



Designing Your Plan…
Ø Develop an action plan…
• Since you don’t know what the 

reason is, create your design to 
find out…

o Evaluation method? Try a different way

o Workshop content? Set up time to talk to 
colleagues, employers, and participants
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Designing Your Plan…
Ø Develop an action plan…
• Since you don’t know what the 

reason is, create your design to 
find out…

• Be systematic – look at your list 
of suspected reasons and pick 
one or at most two to explore

• Create a timeline
• If you saw a good idea in the lit, 

use it!
• Develop an informed consent 

form 



Now you have the beginnings 
of a plan,

how are you going to find 
out what you need to know?



Seminar # 3

Data Gathering and Analysis

Wednesday, August 8th



Questions?



Don’t hesitate to get in touch!

promanow@stfx.ca

(902) 867-2135


